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ATTACK OF THE CLONES: STAR WARS: EPISODE II
Del Rey There is a great disturbance in the Force. . . . From the sleek ships of the glimmering Coruscant skyscape to the lush gardens
of pastoral Naboo, dissent is roiling. The Republic is failing, even under the leadership of Supreme Chancellor Palpatine, elected ten
years earlier to save the crumbling government. Separatists threaten war, and the Senate is hopelessly divided, unable to determine
whether to raise an army for battle or keep the fragile peace. It is a stalemate that once broken, could lead to galactic chaos.
Mischievous and resolved, courageous to the point of recklessness, Anakin Skywalker has come of age in a time of great upheaval.
The nineteen-year-old apprentice to Obi-Wan Kenobi is an enigma to the Jedi Council, and a challenge to his Jedi Master. Time has not
dulled Anakin’s ambition, nor has his Jedi training tamed his independent streak. When an attempt on Senator Padmé Amidala’s life
brings them together for the ﬁrst time in ten years, it is clear that time also has not dulled Anakin’s intense feelings for the beautiful
diplomat. The attack on Senator Amidala just before a crucial vote thrusts the Republic even closer to the edge of disaster. Masters
Yoda and Mace Windu sense enormous unease. The dark side is growing, clouding the Jedi’s perception of the events. Unbeknownst to
the Jedi, a slow rumble is building into the roar of thousands of soldiers readying for battle. But even as the Republic falters around
them, Anakin and Padmé ﬁnd a connection so intense that all else begins to fall away. Anakin will lose himself—and his way—in
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emotions a Jedi, sworn to hold allegiance only to the Order, is forbidden to have. Based on the story by George Lucas and the
screenplay by George Lucas and Jonathan Hales, this intense and revealing novel by bestselling author R. A. Salvatore sheds new light
on the legend of Star Wars—and skillfully illuminates one of our most beloved sagas. Features a bonus section following the novel that
includes a primer on the Star Wars expanded universe, and over half a dozen excerpts from some of the most popular Star Wars
books of the last thirty years!

THE KEVIN METIS SAGA
NICOLETTE MACE: THE RAVEN SIREN BOOK #2
C. S. Woolley Nicolette Mace: The Raven Siren has her work cut out for her as she battles against one of the most dangerous men she
has ever known. Kevin Metis. If Kevin Metis being out and out for blood wasn't enough of a threat, he has hired the most deadly
assassin, Ryuu Blade, to help him out. Danger is around every corner and everyone coming to Siren for help isn't as helpless as they
seem. Backtrack Eight years after the murder of her sister and father, Nicolette Mace, the Raven Siren is in danger of being murdered
by the same man. Along with her only friend, Police chief Fred Barlow, it's up to Siren to ﬁgure out why she's being targeted before
she and Fred both end up dead. The Shortest Day Men are the cause of all Siren's problems, so when she gets a call to help a woman
suﬀering the same way she can't help but jump at the chance to get involved. Something that her enemies seem to be counting on.
Fred is trying to protect her but Siren is hell bent on her own destruction. Deceiving Appearances Fred's brother has been murdered.
Looking for comfort and a friend to help him ﬁnd the killers, he turns to Siren. The two of them must now ﬁght against the criminal
underworld and the police to uncover the truth. But discovering the truth has a cost that might be too high for either of them to pay.
The Streets of the Living Siren and Fred have tracked down Kevin Metis and it leads them back to the city where it all started. But
there isn't a warm welcome waiting for them. Fighting against their own relationship problems, the wrath of Ryuu Blade and Metis'
army of hired gunmen, the P.I and Police Chief are searching for old allies that won't betray them to take down Metis once and for all.

THE VIDEO GAMES GUIDE
1,000+ ARCADE, CONSOLE AND COMPUTER GAMES, 1962–2012, 2D ED.
McFarland The Video Games Guide is the world’s most comprehensive reference book on computer and video games. Presented in an
A to Z format, this greatly expanded new edition spans ﬁfty years of game design—from the very earliest (1962’s Spacewar) through
the present day releases on the PlayStation 3, Xbox 360, Wii and PC. Each game entry includes the year of release, the hardware it
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was released on, the name of the developer/publisher, a one to ﬁve star quality rating, and a descriptive review which oﬀers
fascinating nuggets of trivia, historical notes, cross-referencing with other titles, information on each game’s sequels and of course the
author’s views and insights into the game. In addition to the main entries and reviews, a full-color gallery provides a visual timeline of
gaming through the decades, and several appendices help to place nearly 3,000 games in context. Appendices include: a chronology
of gaming software and hardware, a list of game designers showing their main titles, results of annual video game awards, notes on
sourcing video games, and a glossary of gaming terms.

DUEL AT SHATTERED ROCK
While escorting some allies to Coruscant, Jedi Padawan Nuru Kungurama and the Breakout Squad encounter an armored warrior with
ties to the Separatist Alliance.

BILLBOARD
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital, events, brand, content and
data licensing platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted charts and oﬀers unrivaled reporting about the latest music, video,
gaming, media, digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.

BILLBOARD
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital, events, brand, content and
data licensing platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted charts and oﬀers unrivaled reporting about the latest music, video,
gaming, media, digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.

BILLBOARD
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital, events, brand, content and
data licensing platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted charts and oﬀers unrivaled reporting about the latest music, video,
gaming, media, digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.

SPACE SIRENS, SCIENTISTS AND PRINCESSES
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THE PORTRAYAL OF WOMEN IN SCIENCE FICTION CINEMA
McFarland Women are now central to many science ﬁction ﬁlms--but that has not always been the case. Female characters, from their
token presence (or absence) in the silent pictures of the early 20th century to their roles as assistants, pulp princesses and sexy
robots, and eventually as scientists, soldiers and academics, have often struggled to be seen and heard in a genre traditionally
regarded as of men, by men and for men. Surveying more than 650 ﬁlms across 120 years, the author charts the highs and lows of
women's visibility in science ﬁction's cinematic history through the eﬀects of two world wars, social and cultural upheavals and
advances in ﬁlm technology.

THE ACCIDENTAL SIREN
Lulu Press, Inc James had his summer all planned out. He would enjoy the carefree days in the woods behind his castle home, avoid
the maniacal Danny Bompensaro (and the worm-like scar on the back of his head), and shoot an epic movie with his best friend Whit.
But when he meets a mysterious girl trapped by her aunt in a normal suburban home, his summer collapses into a beautiful nightmare
that he'll never forget. The Accidental Siren is a twisted fairytale about young love, growing up, and the frightening potential of inﬁnite
beauty.

FILLING THE AFTERLIFE FROM THE UNDERWORLD
NOTES FROM THE CASE FILES OF THE RAVEN SIREN
CreateSpace Nicolette Mace is a private investigator out of necessity, not choice. With her family dead and nowhere else to turn she
had to learn to stand on her own two feet and live the only way her father ever taught her to. Life as a private investigator isn't all big
cases, excitement and arch enemies. Filling the Afterlife from the Underworld follows the day to day musings and activities of
Nicolette Mace: The Raven Siren, taken from her online blog. "My name is Nicolette Mace, but you might know me as the Raven Siren.
I'm a Private Investigator living the 1930s romantic dream in this new and exciting modern age. I keep records of everything that
happens; everything I have seen and done. Why? There are more things in heaven and earth, Horatio, than are dreamed of in your
philosophies." Events featured in this volume take place between Nicolette Mace: The Raven Siren - Beginnings and Nicolette Mace:
The Raven Siren - The Kevin Metis Saga.
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BILLBOARD
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital, events, brand, content and
data licensing platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted charts and oﬀers unrivaled reporting about the latest music, video,
gaming, media, digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.

FILLING THE AFTERLIFE FROM THE UNDERWORLD
A SHOT IN THE DARK
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform With no family left, Nicolette Mace: the Raven Siren has to make a name for herself as a
private investigator things aren't quite as simple as she would want them to be. When Simon McGregor comes to her door for help,
Siren is plunged into a case that will bring her more pain than she imagined and uncover secrets that would have best stayed hidden.
Nicolette Mace is a private investigator out of necessity, not choice. With her family dead and nowhere else to turn she had to learn to
stand on her own two feet and live the only way her father ever taught her to. "My name is Nicolette Mace, but you might know me as
the Raven Siren. I'm a Private Investigator living the 1930s romantic dream in this new and exciting modern age. I keep records of
everything that happens; everything I have seen and done. Why? There are more things in heaven and earth, Horatio, than are
dreamed of in your philosophies." Nicolette Mace: the Raven Siren series (in chronological order) Beginnings 1. Medusa 2. Siren's Call
3. Shadow 4. A Shot in the Dark 5. From Out of the Ashes 6. The Murder of Michael Hollingsworth 7. The Case of Mrs. Weldon 8.
Hunting the Priest Killer Siren, Fred & Harry Saga 9. Manhunt 10. A Friend in Need 11. Gangster's Paradise 12. Murder in the First 13.
Sabrina 14. Ring of Fire 15. Return of McGregor 16. Last Train Home 17. Til Death do us Part 18. How do you solve a problem like
Siren? Kevin Metis Saga 19. When 3 become 2 20. Ballad of Fallen Angels 21. Case of the Welsh Corgi 22. Murder at the Cricket Club
23. Backtrack 24. Once Upon a Dream 25. Witchcraft 26. Me, Myself and Fred 27. Friends will be Friends Family Matters Saga 28.
Thicker than Water 29. Money 30. The Shortest Day 31. Play it Again 32. Maneater 33. A Hard Day's Night 34. Ghosts 35. Easy Come,
Easy Go 36. Dancing in the Moonlight 37. Deceiving Appearances Midnight Saga 38. Midnight Runner 39. Charlie, Whisky, Tango 40.
Double Down 41. New City, New Faces 42. At the Point of a 9mm 43. Siren's Last Stand 44. The Streets of the Living Derek Long Saga
45. Dire Wolf 46. Red Rag 47. Epic Struggle Lily & Rose Saga 49. Fred's Story 50. Rick's Story 51. Siren's Story 52. Harry's Story 53.
Reunion Legacy 54. Lily's Story 55. Rose's Story 56. Rick's Story 57. Harry's Story 58. Fred's Story 59. Siren's Story 60. Epilogue Other
Siren titles 1. Filling the Afterlife from the Underworld: Volume 1 2. Filling the Afterlife from the Underworld: Volume 2 3. Filling the
Afterlife from the Underworld: Volume 3 4. Filling the Afterlife from the Underworld: Volume 4 5. Filling the Afterlife from the
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Underworld: Volume 5

THE STAR WARS HERESIES
INTERPRETING THE THEMES, SYMBOLS AND PHILOSOPHIES OF EPISODES I, II AND III
McFarland "The trilogy is viewed through the lens of myth and metaphor. A wide variety of philosophical and mythological themes are
presented and expounded upon, drawing from a rich source of scholars, thinkers, writers, and poets from East and West alike.
Heretical or not, the Star Wars prequels are a surprisingly rich source of insight into the whole saga"--

STAR WARS
THE MARVEL COVERS VOL. 1
Marvel Entertainment Star Wars has returned to Marvel, and a galaxy of comic-book stars have joined the celebration! Welcome back
Luke, Leia, Han, Chewie, Artoo, Threepio, Darth Vader and the rest as you've never seen them before in this astonishing collection of
covers from the likes of: John Cassaday, Joe Quesada, Alex Ross, Skottie Young, J. Scott Campbell, Salvador Larroca, Terry Dodson and
plenty more! Featuring every illustrated variant of the million-selling Star Wars (2015) #1, plus all the covers of Star Wars (2015)
#26, Princess Leia (2015) #15 and Darth Vader (2015) #16. Then prepare to be wowed by the new cover art from Marvel's classic
Star Wars collections, including Adi Granov's sensational takes on the original trilogy. It's packed with special features, but this is one
book you should judge by its covers!

FILLING THE AFTERLIFE FROM THE UNDERWORLD
CASE NOTES FROM THE RAVEN SIREN
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Nicolette Mace is a private investigator out of necessity, not choice. With her family
dead and nowhere else to turn she had to learn to stand on her own two feet and live the only way her father ever taught her to. Life
as a private investigator isn't all big cases, excitement and arch enemies. Filling the Afterlife from the Underworld follows the day to
day musings and activities of Nicolette Mace: The Raven Siren, taken from her online blog. "My name is Nicolette Mace, but you might
know me as the Raven Siren. I'm a Private Investigator living the 1930s romantic dream in this new and exciting modern age. I keep
records of everything that happens; everything I have seen and done. Why? There are more things in heaven and earth, Horatio, than
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are dreamed of in your philosophies." "Okay, in fairness to the last point, the people that I would consider my friends are not the kind
of people that most respectable men would want to associate with and then of course there is Fred, it being painfully obvious how
Fred feels about me, he does have a habit of making any lover feel somewhat threatened and insecure. " - Fred and Me, Nicolette
Mace Nicolette Mace: the Raven Siren series (in chronological order) Beginnings 1. Medusa 2. Siren's Call 3. Shadow 4. A Shot in the
Dark 5. From Out of the Ashes 6. The Murder of Michael Hollingsworth 7. The Case of Mrs. Weldon 8. Hunting the Priest Killer Siren,
Fred & Harry Saga 9. Manhunt 10. A Friend in Need 11. Gangster's Paradise 12. Murder in the First 13. Sabrina 14. Ring of Fire 15.
Return of McGregor 16. Last Train Home 17. Til Death do us Part 18. How do you solve a problem like Siren? Kevin Metis Saga 19.
When 3 become 2 20. Ballad of Fallen Angels 21. Case of the Welsh Corgi 22. Murder at the Cricket Club 23. Backtrack 24. Once Upon
a Dream 25. Witchcraft 26. Me, Myself and Fred 27. Friends will be Friends Family Matters Saga 28. Thicker than Water 29. Money 30.
The Shortest Day 31. Play it Again 32. Maneater 33. A Hard Day's Night 34. Ghosts 35. Easy Come, Easy Go 36. Dancing in the
Moonlight 37. Deceiving Appearances Midnight Saga 38. Midnight Runner 39. Charlie, Whisky, Tango 40. Double Down 41. New City,
New Faces 42. At the Point of a 9mm 43. Siren's Last Stand 44. The Streets of the Living Derek Long Saga 45. Dire Wolf 46. Red Rag
47. Epic Struggle Lily & Rose Saga 49. Fred's Story 50. Rick's Story 51. Siren's Story 52. Harry's Story 53. Reunion Legacy 54. Lily's
Story 55. Rose's Story 56. Rick's Story 57. Harry's Story 58. Fred's Story 59. Siren's Story 60. Epilogue Other Siren titles 1. Filling the
Afterlife from the Underworld: Volume 1 2. Filling the Afterlife from the Underworld: Volume 2 3. Filling the Afterlife from the
Underworld: Volume 3 4. Filling the Afterlife from the Underworld: Volume 4 5. Filling the Afterlife from the Underworld: Volume 5

VIDEO GAME SPACES
IMAGE, PLAY, AND STRUCTURE IN 3D WORLDS
MIT Press An exploration of how we see, use, and make sense of modern video game worlds. The move to 3D graphics represents a
dramatic artistic and technical development in the history of video games that suggests an overall transformation of games as media.
The experience of space has become a key element of how we understand games and how we play them. In Video Game Spaces,
Michael Nitsche investigates what this shift means for video game design and analysis. Navigable 3D spaces allow us to crawl, jump,
ﬂy, or even teleport through ﬁctional worlds that come to life in our imagination. We encounter these spaces through a combination of
perception and interaction. Drawing on concepts from literary studies, architecture, and cinema, Nitsche argues that game spaces can
evoke narratives because the player is interpreting them in order to engage with them. Consequently, Nitsche approaches game
spaces not as pure visual spectacles but as meaningful virtual locations. His argument investigates what structures are at work in
these locations, proceeds to an in-depth analysis of the audiovisual presentation of gameworlds, and ultimately explores how we use
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and comprehend their functionality. Nitsche introduces ﬁve analytical layers—rule-based space, mediated space, ﬁctional space, play
space, and social space—and uses them in the analyses of games that range from early classics to recent titles. He revisits current
topics in game research, including narrative, rules, and play, from this new perspective. Video Game Spaces provides a range of
necessary arguments and tools for media scholars, designers, and game researchers with an interest in 3D game worlds and the new
challenges they pose.

STAR WARS
THE STARK HYPERSPACE WAR
The Jedi Council battles smugglers in the Stark Hyperspace War in an attempt to disrupt the criminals monopoly over the marketing of
the healing agent, bacta, and ﬁnd themselves also up against another secret alliance bent on war.

INTERMEDIA GAMES—GAMES INTER MEDIA
VIDEO GAMES AND INTERMEDIALITY
Bloomsbury Publishing USA While all media are part of intermedial networks, video games are often at the nexus of that network.
They not only employ cinematics, embedded books, and in-world television screens for various purposes, but, in our convergence
culture, video games also play a vital role in allowing players to explore transmedia storyworlds. At the same time, video games are
frequently thematized and remediated in ﬁlm, television, and literature. Indeed, the central role video games assume in intermedial
networks provides testament to their signiﬁcance in the contemporary media environment. In this volume, an international group of
contributors discuss not only intermedial phenomena in video games, but also the intermedial networks surrounding them. Intermedia
Games-Games Inter Media will deepen readers' understanding of the convergence culture of the early twenty-ﬁrst century and video
games' role in it.

FILLING THE AFTERLIFE FROM THE UNDERWORLD: HUNTING THE PRIEST KILLER
CASE NOTES FROM THE RAVEN SIREN
CreateSpace When the priest known as Patrick was found murdered so close to Easter Sunday, Siren swore she would avenge his
death and ﬁnd his killer. Whoever was stupid enough to kill a priest, clearly didn't know he was Siren's priest too. Taking on the gangs
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on the underworld, she won't stop until she has found who was responsible for murdering the only person that was ever nice to her
without wanting anything in return. Keeping Fred and Harry at arms length whilst she delves deeper into the criminal underworld.
Nicolette Mace is a private investigator out of necessity, not choice. With her family dead and nowhere else to turn she had to learn to
stand on her own two feet and live the only way her father ever taught her to. Life as a private investigator isn't all big cases,
excitement and arch enemies. Filling the Afterlife from the Underworld follows the day to day musings and activities of Nicolette Mace:
The Raven Siren, taken from her online blog. "My name is Nicolette Mace, but you might know me as the Raven Siren. I'm a Private
Investigator living the 1930s romantic dream in this new and exciting modern age. I keep records of everything that happens;
everything I have seen and done. Why? There are more things in heaven and earth, Horatio, than are dreamed of in your
philosophies."

FILLING THE AFTERLIFE FROM THE UNDERWORLD
FROM OUT OF THE ASHES; CASE FILES FROM THE RAVEN SIREN
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform With no family left, Nicolette Mace: the Raven Siren has to make a name for herself as a
private investigator things aren't quite as simple as she would want them to be. With Japanese business men in town and both Siren
and Harry spending time with them, Fred is more than a little jealous. Put on top of that the kidnapping of overnight success, Michael
Hollingsworth, and there is the greatest chance for things to go disastrously wrong. Rather than bringing Siren in on the case, Fred is
determined to keep her out of it. Is Hollingsworth still alive and who would want to kidnap a man with seemingly no enemies?
Nicolette Mace is a private investigator out of necessity, not choice. With her family dead and nowhere else to turn she had to learn to
stand on her own two feet and live the only way her father ever taught her to. "My name is Nicolette Mace, but you might know me as
the Raven Siren. I'm a Private Investigator living the 1930s romantic dream in this new and exciting modern age. I keep records of
everything that happens; everything I have seen and done. Why? There are more things in heaven and earth, Horatio, than are
dreamed of in your philosophies." Nicolette Mace: the Raven Siren series (in chronological order) Beginnings 1. Medusa 2. Siren's Call
3. Shadow 4. A Shot in the Dark 5. From Out of the Ashes 6. The Murder of Michael Hollingsworth 7. The Case of Mrs. Weldon 8.
Hunting the Priest Killer Siren, Fred & Harry Saga 9. Manhunt 10. A Friend in Need 11. Gangster's Paradise 12. Murder in the First 13.
Sabrina 14. Ring of Fire 15. Return of McGregor 16. Last Train Home 17. Til Death do us Part 18. How do you solve a problem like
Siren? Kevin Metis Saga 19. When 3 become 2 20. Ballad of Fallen Angels 21. Case of the Welsh Corgi 22. Murder at the Cricket Club
23. Backtrack 24. Once Upon a Dream 25. Witchcraft 26. Me, Myself and Fred 27. Friends will be Friends Family Matters Saga 28.
Thicker than Water 29. Money 30. The Shortest Day 31. Play it Again 32. Maneater 33. A Hard Day's Night 34. Ghosts 35. Easy Come,
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Easy Go 36. Dancing in the Moonlight 37. Deceiving Appearances Midnight Saga 38. Midnight Runner 39. Charlie, Whisky, Tango 40.
Double Down 41. New City, New Faces 42. At the Point of a 9mm 43. Siren's Last Stand 44. The Streets of the Living Derek Long Saga
45. Dire Wolf 46. Red Rag 47. Epic Struggle Lily & Rose Saga 49. Fred's Story 50. Rick's Story 51. Siren's Story 52. Harry's Story 53.
Reunion Legacy 54. Lily's Story 55. Rose's Story 56. Rick's Story 57. Harry's Story 58. Fred's Story 59. Siren's Story 60. Epilogue Other
Siren titles 1. Filling the Afterlife from the Underworld: Volume 1 2. Filling the Afterlife from the Underworld: Volume 2 3. Filling the
Afterlife from the Underworld: Volume 3 4. Filling the Afterlife from the Underworld: Volume 4 5. Filling the Afterlife from the
Underworld: Volume 5

VIDEO SOURCE BOOK
A GUIDE TO PROGRAMS CURRENTLY AVAILABLE ON VIDEO IN THE AREAS OF ...
A guide to programs currently available on video in the areas of movies/entertainment, general interest/education, sports/recreation,
ﬁne arts, health/science, business/industry, children/juvenile, how-to/instruction.

BILLBOARD
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital, events, brand, content and
data licensing platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted charts and oﬀers unrivaled reporting about the latest music, video,
gaming, media, digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.

FILLING THE AFTERLIFE FROM THE UNDERWORLD
THE MURDER OF MICHAEL HOLLINGSWORTH
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Nicolette Mace is a girl that just doesn't ﬁt in. After her mother's death when she could
barely walk, Nicolette found all that she had left in the world was her father, Arthur, and her sister, Louise - even they were taken
away from her. The only people that she has left are Fred Barlow and Harry Lee, but now even their livelihoods are in jeopardy. Can
Siren help save her friends or is she destined to lose them as well? Nicolette Mace is a private investigator out of necessity, not
choice. With her family dead and nowhere else to turn she had to learn to stand on her own two feet and live the only way her father
ever taught her to. "My name is Nicolette Mace, but you might know me as the Raven Siren. I'm a Private Investigator living the 1930s
romantic dream in this new and exciting modern age. I keep records of everything that happens; everything I have seen and done.
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Why? There are more things in heaven and earth, Horatio, than are dreamed of in your philosophies." Nicolette Mace: the Raven Siren
series (in chronological order) Beginnings 1. Medusa 2. Siren's Call 3. Shadow 4. A Shot in the Dark 5. From Out of the Ashes 6. The
Murder of Michael Hollingsworth 7. The Case of Mrs. Weldon 8. Hunting the Priest Killer Siren, Fred & Harry Saga 9. Manhunt 10. A
Friend in Need 11. Gangster's Paradise 12. Murder in the First 13. Sabrina 14. Ring of Fire 15. Return of McGregor 16. Last Train Home
17. Til Death do us Part 18. How do you solve a problem like Siren? Kevin Metis Saga 19. When 3 become 2 20. Ballad of Fallen Angels
21. Case of the Welsh Corgi 22. Murder at the Cricket Club 23. Backtrack 24. Once Upon a Dream 25. Witchcraft 26. Me, Myself and
Fred 27. Friends will be Friends Family Matters Saga 28. Thicker than Water 29. Money 30. The Shortest Day 31. Play it Again 32.
Maneater 33. A Hard Day's Night 34. Ghosts 35. Easy Come, Easy Go 36. Dancing in the Moonlight 37. Deceiving Appearances
Midnight Saga 38. Midnight Runner 39. Charlie, Whisky, Tango 40. Double Down 41. New City, New Faces 42. At the Point of a 9mm
43. Siren's Last Stand 44. The Streets of the Living Derek Long Saga 45. Dire Wolf 46. Red Rag 47. Epic Struggle Lily & Rose Saga 49.
Fred's Story 50. Rick's Story 51. Siren's Story 52. Harry's Story 53. Reunion Legacy 54. Lily's Story 55. Rose's Story 56. Rick's Story 57.
Harry's Story 58. Fred's Story 59. Siren's Story 60. Epilogue Other Siren titles 1. Filling the Afterlife from the Underworld: Volume 1 2.
Filling the Afterlife from the Underworld: Volume 2 3. Filling the Afterlife from the Underworld: Volume 3 4. Filling the Afterlife from the
Underworld: Volume 4 5. Filling the Afterlife from the Underworld: Volume 5

FILLING THE AFTERLIFE FROM THE UNDERWORLD
THE CASE OF MRS. WELDON: FROM THE CASE FILES OF THE RAVEN SIREN
CreateSpace Follow Siren through a case she thought would be straight forward - follow a man's wife and prove she is cheating on
him. But Siren soon ﬁnds out that all is far from simple and straightforward. There is more than meets the eye to the adulterous Mrs.
Weldon & Siren soon ﬁnds herself struggling to know which side she is on &, more importantly, how on earth she is going to get
paid.Nicolette Mace is a private investigator out of necessity, not choice. With her family dead and nowhere else to turn she had to
learn to stand on her own two feet and live the only way her father ever taught her to.Life as a private investigator isn't all big cases,
excitement and arch enemies. Filling the Afterlife from the Underworld follows the day to day musings and activities of Nicolette Mace:
The Raven Siren, taken from her online blog."My name is Nicolette Mace, but you might know me as the Raven Siren. I'm a Private
Investigator living the 1930s romantic dream in this new and exciting modern age. I keep records of everything that happens;
everything I have seen and done. Why? There are more things in heaven and earth, Horatio, than are dreamed of in your
philosophies."
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FILLING THE AFTERLIFE FROM THE UNDERWORLD: TIL DEATH DO US PART
CASE FILES FROM THE RAVEN SIREN
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Have you ever woken up and found yourself in the middle of a diﬀerent life? One
moment Siren was in the hospital and the next thing she knows she's married with children. Not only is she married, but her husband
is a politician, she is involved in a torrid aﬀair, and nothing in her life makes sense. Yet, there is something comforting in the fantasy,
and rather than ﬁght it, Siren is content to lose herself in it. On the other side of things, Fred and Harry are searching high and low for
any sign of where Siren might be. One moment she was in the hospital, and the next moment she was gone. With Harry struggling to
conquer his grief over Sabrina and Fred believing the worst has happened to Siren, the two men are somewhat on edge as they try to
ﬁnd out where Siren is before something really terrible happens. Will Siren spend the rest of her life in a confusing parallel reality? Will
Fred and Harry be able to ﬁnd out what's happened to their friend before it's too late? Or is this the last hurrah for the troublesome
trio?

FILLING THE AFTERLIFE FROM THE UNDERWORLD
MURDER IN THE FIRST: CASE NOTES FROM THE RAVEN SIREN
The bickering trio are back in this latest Raven Siren Case File Special! It's a family aﬀair as Fred and Harry come to Siren on bended
knee to investigate a case that neither of them can get close to. Ryan Barlow, Fred's brother and only living relative is in trouble, the
kind of trouble that will end up with him in prison or dead, unless Siren can do something to help. Sonya Lesner, a woman of some
dubious reputation has been found murdered and Ryan is the prime suspect. Not only that, but the crime scene has been staged to
send a message to one of the trio and Siren is certain that she has heard the name, Sonya Lesner, before. Of all the cases Siren has
taken, there has never been more at stake as she digs into the past to try and ﬁnd some answers. Nicolette Mace is a private
investigator out of necessity, not choice. With her family dead and nowhere else to turn she had to learn to stand on her own two feet
and live the only way her father ever taught her to. Life as a private investigator isn't all big cases, excitement and arch enemies.
Filling the Afterlife from the Underworld follows the day to day musings and activities of Nicolette Mace: The Raven Siren, taken from
her online blog. "My name is Nicolette Mace, but you might know me as the Raven Siren. I'm a Private Investigator living the 1930s
romantic dream in this new and exciting modern age. I keep records of everything that happens; everything I have seen and done.
Why? There are more things in heaven and earth, Horatio, than are dreamed of in your philosophies."
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BILLBOARD
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital, events, brand, content and
data licensing platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted charts and oﬀers unrivaled reporting about the latest music, video,
gaming, media, digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.

POLITICS AND FILM
THE POLITICAL CULTURE OF FILM IN THE UNITED STATES
Rowman & Littleﬁeld Publishers Politics and Film explores the meaning of ﬁlm within a societal context. In examining the political role
of ﬁlms we become real time cultural anthropologists, sifting through the artifacts of modern society to determine what our culture
really is all about. Common sense tells us that if ﬁlmmakers want to make a proﬁt, they have to be responsive to the market. This
doesn't mean that they have to produce a product that simply delights the eyes. Films must also please the mind, and not just in
terms of satisfying our desire to be entertained (although that alone is sometimes enough) but also deepen our understanding of
people, ideas, and problems that we may confront in everyday life. In this respect, even commercial ﬁlms are political. And, if 'we are
what we eat,' we may also say, 'we are what we pay to see.' This book contends that to a large extent American ﬁlm reﬂects political
culture in American society.

BEGINNER'S GRACE
BRINGING PRAYER TO LIFE
Simon and Schuster The best-selling author of Here If You Need Me combines true stories of faith with counsel on how to pray that
includes coverage of thankfulness, praying during times of need and rendering prayer more meaningful and satisfying. Reprint.
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gaming, media, digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.
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PHASMA (STAR WARS)
JOURNEY TO STAR WARS: THE LAST JEDI
Del Rey NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Discover Captain Phasma’s mysterious history in this “Journey to Star Wars: The Last Jedi”
novel. One of the most cunning and merciless oﬃcers of the First Order, Captain Phasma commands the favor of her superiors, the
respect of her peers, and the terror of her enemies. But for all her renown, Phasma remains as virtually unknown as the impassive
expression on her gleaming chrome helmet. Now, an adversary is bent on unearthing her mysterious origins—and exposing a secret
she guards as zealously and ruthlessly as she serves her masters. Deep inside the Battlecruiser Absolution, a captured Resistance spy
endures brutal interrogation at the hands of a crimson-armored stormtrooper—Cardinal. But the information he desires has nothing to
do with the Resistance or its covert operations against the First Order. What the mysterious stormtrooper wants is Phasma’s
past—and with it whatever long-buried scandal, treachery, or private demons he can wield against the hated rival who threatens his
own power and privilege in the ranks of the First Order. His prisoner has what Cardinal so desperately seeks, but she won’t surrender
it easily. As she wages a painstaking war of wills with her captor, bargaining for her life in exchange for every precious revelation, the
spellbinding chronicle of the inscrutable Phasma unfolds. But this knowledge may prove more than just dangerous once Cardinal
possesses it—and once his adversary unleashes the full measure of her fury. Praise for Phasma “Fury Road meets The Force Awakens
. . . a much-needed origin story for one of the new Star Wars saga’s most mysterious characters.”—The Verge “Dark, gripping, and
entertaining.”—Roqoo Depot “Fabulous, utterly engrossing.”—Kirkus Reviews

THE DEREK LONG SAGA
NICOLETTE MACE: THE RAVEN SIREN
Createspace Independent Pub Nicolette Mace is back as the Raven Siren and she is more dangerous than ever before in the third
volume of the series. After Siren and Police Chief, Fred Barlow, defeated the criminal Kevin Metis, the two had breathed a sigh of
relief. Sadly with the self painted bullseye on her back, there is no rest for the wicked. Metis had not gone cold before Derek Long had
given Siren all the reason she needed to chase him. Nicolette Mace: the Raven Siren - The Derek Long Saga, sees Siren battling
against the criminal underworld without the help of Fred Barlow. In his place is his protege, Detective Rick Clegg. Old adversary, Ryuu
Blade is still not done with Siren and will stop at nothing to see her dead. With her world around her changing, can Siren weather the
storm or is this the end for her?
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FILLING THE AFTERLIFE FROM THE UNDERWORLD
SHADOW
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Nicolette Mace is a private investigator out of necessity, not choice. With her family
dead and nowhere else to turn she had to learn to stand on her own two feet and live the only way her father ever taught her to."My
name is Nicolette Mace, but you might know me as the Raven Siren. I'm a Private Investigator living the 1930s romantic dream in this
new and exciting modern age. I keep records of everything that happens; everything I have seen and done. Why? There are more
things in heaven and earth, Horatio, than are dreamed of in your philosophies."Nicolette Mace: the Raven Siren series (in
chronological order)Beginnings1. Medusa2. Siren's Call3. Shadow4. A Shot in the Dark5. From Out of the Ashes6. The Murder of
Michael Hollingsworth7. The Case of Mrs. Weldon8. Hunting the Priest KillerSiren, Fred & Harry Saga9. Manhunt10. A Friend in Need11.
Gangster's Paradise12. Murder in the First13. Sabrina14. Ring of Fire15. Return of McGregor16. Last Train Home17. Til Death do us
Part18. How do you solve a problem like Siren?Kevin Metis Saga19. When 3 become 220. Ballad of Fallen Angels21. Case of the Welsh
Corgi22. Murder at the Cricket Club23. Backtrack24. Once Upon a Dream25. Witchcraft26. Me, Myself and Fred27. Friends will be
FriendsFamily Matters Saga28. Thicker than Water29. Money30. The Shortest Day31. Play it Again32. Maneater33. A Hard Day's
Night34. Ghosts35. Easy Come, Easy Go36. Dancing in the Moonlight37. Deceiving AppearancesMidnight Saga38. Midnight Runner39.
Charlie, Whisky, Tango40. Double Down41. New City, New Faces42. At the Point of a 9mm43. Siren's Last Stand44. The Streets of the
LivingDerek Long Saga45. Dire Wolf46. Red Rag47. Epic StruggleLily & Rose Saga49. Fred's Story50. Rick's Story51. Siren's Story52.
Harry's Story53. ReunionLegacy54. Lily's Story55. Rose's Story56. Rick's Story57. Harry's Story58. Fred's Story59. Siren's Story60.
EpilogueOther Siren titles1. Filling the Afterlife from the Underworld: Volume 12. Filling the Afterlife from the Underworld: Volume 23.
Filling the Afterlife from the Underworld: Volume 34. Filling the Afterlife from the Underworld: Volume 45. Filling the Afterlife from the
Underworld: Volume 5

RISING EMPIRE: PART 1
Mightier Than the Sword UK Publications An empire will rise and nations will fall. The nine kingdoms of Celadmore are at war. The
people suﬀer under tyrants that strive to gain land and power in the struggle for superiority. Queen Kasnata, the wife of King Mercia
Nosfa VI is trapped in a loveless, political marriage, her children are being held hostage by her husband to force her armies to march
on his every whim. The people of Grashindorph, the capital city of Nosfa, are oppressed by their king and beneath the surface of the
city a revolution stirs. As war threatens to tear Celadmore to pieces, Kasnata struggles to bring peace back to the realm, ﬁghting
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against bribery and corruption to bring hope to all those that are oppressed, as well as those that have been caught in the savagery of
warring kings. Can the legendary queen, Empress of the Order ﬁnd the strength to ﬁght knowing the fate of her people rests on her
shoulders? “We assume he has been alone with the queen for the last few days and yet no one seems too concerned about it. He
seems to have the trust of a lot of very suspicious individuals. If I were an assassin or a spy, then that is how I would inﬁltrate our
people.” Misna observed with a shrug. “You are an assassin, spy and inﬁltrator.” Amalia said with a raised eyebrow. “Then perhaps we
should be more mindful of General Bird than we have been.”

NICOLETTE MACE
THE RAVEN SIREN
Createspace Independent Pub Nicolette Mace: The Raven Siren has her work cut out for her as she battles against one of the most
dangerous men she has ever known. Kevin Metis. If Kevin Metis being out and out for blood wasn't enough of a threat, he has hired
the most deadly assassin, Ryuu Blade, to help him out. Danger is around every corner and everyone coming to Siren for help isn't as
helpless as they seem. Backtrack Eight years after the murder of her sister and father, Nicolette Mace, the Raven Siren is in danger of
being murdered by the same man. Along with her only friend, Police chief Fred Barlow, it's up to Siren to ﬁgure out why she's being
targeted before she and Fred both end up dead. The Shortest Day Men are the cause of all Siren's problems, so when she gets a call
to help a woman suﬀering the same way she can't help but jump at the chance to get involved. Something that her enemies seem to
be counting on. Fred is trying to protect her but Siren is hell bent on her own destruction. Deceiving Appearances Fred's brother has
been murdered. Looking for comfort and a friend to help him ﬁnd the killers, he turns to Siren. The two of them must now ﬁght against
the criminal underworld and the police to uncover the truth. But discovering the truth has a cost that might be too high for either of
them to pay. The Streets of the Living Siren and Fred have tracked down Kevin Metis and it leads them back to the city where it all
started. But there isn't a warm welcome waiting for them. Fighting against their own relationship problems, the wrath of Ryuu Blade
and Metis' army of hired gunmen, the P.I and Police Chief are searching for old allies that won't betray them to take down Metis once
and for all.

BILLBOARD
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital, events, brand, content and
data licensing platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted charts and oﬀers unrivaled reporting about the latest music, video,
gaming, media, digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.
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RISING EMPIRE: PART 2
THE CHONICLES OF CELADMORE
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform A blood moon rises and madness is unleashed The nine kingdoms of Celadmore are at
war. The people suﬀer under tyrants that strive to gain land and power in the struggle for superiority. Kasnata, Queen of the Order
and Queen of Nosfa leads her armies against the people of Delma. A war she did not want to ﬁght, but her husband, the King of Nosfa,
Mercia Nosfa VI has forced her hand. Leinad, the heir to the throne of Nosfa and son of Kasnata, is held hostage in the city of
Grashindorph where revolution is beginning. Hermia, mother of Mercia and former Queen of Nosfa leads the revolution against her
son, a revolution to end the wars and tyranny that their people suﬀer under. Kasna and Kia are safe from their father in the Oasis of
Tulna, but Duke Kelmar DeLacey, Regent of Delma, still hunts for them. Kasnata's empire is growing and her legacy is being forged
through war, not diplomacy, a mantle her people will carry down the ages. But there is more at work than any mortal knows, their
lives, though ﬂeeting, will form the realm and the consequences of their actions will be felt for centuries to come. "The people of
Grashindorph screamed and wept. The soldiers that remained to guard the city had been turned against the people. Innocent people
were dragged from the homes in the middle of the day as well as the night. Those that were taken without a ﬁght were not seen
again, those that tried to resist were boarded up in their homes with their families and the buildings set alight, so that all that was
within them was tuned to ash. Helez and Asahel could do nothing to help the people of Grashindorph. They watched in silence from
the rooftops, and followed those that were arrested. They knew where those accused of treachery were being held, but with only two
of them, they could not attempt to rescue them all. So the two men waited, gathering what information they could, praying that the
Gibborim would soon be able to move against the king and end the madness." The Chronicles of Celadmore (in chronological order)
The Rising Empire Trilogy 1. Rising Empire: Part 1 2. Rising Empire: Part 2 3. Rising Empire: Part 3 The Shroud of Darkness Trilogy 4.
Shroud of Darkness 5. Lady of Fire 6. End of Days The Fading Dawn Trilogy 7. When Darkness Falls 8. Torn Allegiance 9. Fading Dawn
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In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital, events, brand, content and
data licensing platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted charts and oﬀers unrivaled reporting about the latest music, video,
gaming, media, digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.
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